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irst things first, yes, this issue is very different to our
usual journal, but don’t worry, normal publishing duties
will resume in July. What I do feel confident about, is that
every person who takes the time to read this issue, will
benefit greatly from it both professionally, as well as in the
capacity of a business owner or self-employed individual.
I’ve written it for three reasons. The first is the shake-up
that Covid 19 has caused to many of our businesses over
the last 12 months and may yet continue to cause, which
means that every one of us really needs to be on top of our
marketing game going forward.
The second reason is that nearly 60% of the physical and
manual therapists that I’ve surveyed (over 1500 to date), say
that the single biggest marketing obstacle holding them
back from growing their business, is a lack of knowledge
about what they should be doing and a fear of wasting time
doing the wrong things (p17).
The third reason is that in typical entrepreneurial style,
I speed through my year (and even more so last year),
creating more and more new content and building lots of
new technology because, well that’s the fun bit for me, and
I don’t take enough time to explain what you have available
to you through your subscription, and more importantly
how you can use it to grow your business. And as you’ll
hopefully discover while reading this journal, there’s SO
much more than you probably ever realised.
So I’ve worked very hard with this journal, to share
lots of ideas on how you can put the content in your
subscription to work and get the very best return on your
investment from each of the subscriptions (see pages 3035). I’ve also detailed 20 things you probably didn’t realise
your Co-Kinetic subscription could do for you (see pages
38-42), which I hope will inspire you to take new steps.
Lastly, I’ve taken a bit more time to explain how you
can put to use the large amount of new technology
developments that we added last year, as part of our
emergency Covid business survival strategy, heavily
focused on giving you new ways of generating income.
I hope this journal is going to serve as a marketing
treasure trove to you, regardless of whether or not you
have one of our subscriptions.
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co-kinetic.com/compendium

In light of all the new things you can now do to help you
build your business and generate revenue through your CoKinetic subscription, I have put up some of the subscription
prices to better reflect the value of the content as well as
the technology that comes with it.
However, I know that we’ve all taken a hit to our
businesses over the last 12 months, particularly those of
us who have spent much of it in lockdown, which is why I
continue to give you my word that my existing customers,
who continue to support me on this journey, will never be
affected by price increases, and wherever possible I will
include these new technology developments within these
existing subscriptions (as I have with the Stripe integration,
payment pages, the membership management section,
and webinar event sign up and delivery pages we added
last year).
Occasionally I may build completely new technology
or offer a completely new service, for example when I
launched the new social media system in late 2017 and
then the new voucher sales and management system last
year, where I may need to create new subscriptions to
contribute towards the cost of providing this new service,
but wherever I do, I promise that my existing subscribers
will always be offered significant discounts to take
advantage of these new opportunities.
In short, the longer you’ve been with me on this journey,
the better the deal you will always get and that will never
change. It’s a small way I can thank you for your continued
support, particularly at such business critical times as those
we’ve experienced over the last year
.
With my warmest wishes for a healthy and successful year.

Tor and
of course
the lovely Lupa!
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he Co-Kinetic system is so versatile it’s sometimes difficult for
me to explain, and for you to really appreciate, just how much
you can do with it. The goal of this article is to give you examples
of WHAT you can do to get those entrepreneurial juices flowing
and then link you to the help posts telling you HOW TO do each
activity.
I added a lot of this extra functionality to the Co-Kinetic
platform when Covid struck in 2020, but admittedly I’ve been so
busy building the technology that I haven’t taken enough time to
explain clearly what it can do for you. I hope to set that straight
with this article.
As you know, we blend technology with pre-created content
(in this case easy-to-edit web pages) to help you achieve a range
of different things without needing any technology or IT skills.
All you have to do is fill out some simple fields in a form which
ask your customers to take certain actions, and this text will be
automatically inserted into the pre-designed web pages we’ve
created for you.
The end result is professional-looking web pages that will work
on all sorts of different devices, anywhere in the world. My goal
with Co-Kinetic, wherever possible, is to remove technology as a
barrier to preventing you from running a successful business.
Also, just so you know, I added this new functionality to ALL
the subscriptions because it didn’t feel fair not to, given the
pressure that everyone was under in 2020. In other words, it
doesn’t matter which subscription you have, you can do any of the
activities described in this article.

The All-Important Calls-to-Action

You can use our pre-built web pages to get your customers to do
any of the following ‘calls-to-action’:
Submit Contact Details (Submit Form) – name, email
address and telephone number (optional).
Book Now/Download Now/Visit a Web Page – on
completion of the form the viewer is redirected to
the specified URL (web address) – that could be a
downloadable file, a link to your online booking system
or any other web page you want to take people to.
Call Now – interactive button which when clicked will
call the number you’ve specified (this is great on mobile
devices).
Single Purchase – allows you to take a one-off purchase
for any amount, in the currency of the country you do
business in (in other words, it’s international).
Recurring Payments (Subscriptions) – this is the best bit
... this option allows you to charge a recurring fee on an
ongoing basis (until stopped by you or your customer) or
for a fixed period, for example a set number of weeks or
months.
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Social media. Some people love it, some
people hate it and the rest of us tolerate
it, mostly begrudgingly. However, as a
small business owner you’d be a little bit
mad to ‘diss’ it. Yes, it’s unlikely that you’ll
ever hit on something that will go ‘viral’,
despite your best efforts and yes, you
can get yourself in hot water if you’re very
outspoken. Perhaps more importantly, you
can waste a huge amount of time on social
media, and never get any kind of return
on that investment. But in reality, that will
only happen if you post without having a
solid strategy. In this article, I’ll outline the
strengths of having active social network
pages but more importantly review what
you can achieve for your business by
having a good social media presence.
I will look at the key objectives for
healthcare-based businesses and explain
what you should be prioritising and why.
Lastly, I’ll answer some frequently asked
questions such as w

ocial media has become a
vast and wide open canvas,
and taking full advantage of it
requires careful strategic planning. A
good social media strategy, not just
should, but WILL, have a positive and
demonstrable influence on sales.
Let’s jump right in and look at some
of the strengths of social networks and
what you can achieve with a social
media presence.

What Are The Strengths
of Social Networks?

l They’re great for building
relationships - specifically designed
for human interaction, engagement
and sharing
l Great networking potential
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So, what kinds of things can you do with these pages? As it turns
out ... A LOT!
I’m going to run through some ideas based on
the main ‘Calls-to-Action’ described above.
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‘Submit a Form’ Call-to-Action

This allows people to sign up to anything (for free).
The general idea is to get to them to sign up to
something, which ideally leads to some kind of upsell
to a paid appointment after the free event. This is something I
call a conversion event, which you can read more about on pages
43–44. Equally, you might use the strategies I’ve outlined below
as a way of simply building your email list, which you can then
nurture until you’re ready to ask those email readers to take an
action in the future.
Here are some ideas of how you could use the sign-up
function on these customisable web pages:
1 A Free Offer (and Future Upsell)
Say, for example, you wanted to run an offer for a 20-minute
free introductory massage and you want to promote that offer
on your social networks or through a local Facebook page,
discussion forum or in the local media. You could use one of
the Co-Kinetic editable sign-up pages and include a link to
that sign-up page in your advert(s). When people sign up, you
have the option to do the following:
a. You could just collect their details, including their phone
number, and then either let our system direct them
automatically to our inbuilt thank you page, or you (or a
member of your team) could follow up with a call to book
them in for their free appointment. Speaking to you or your
team is the most effective conversion tactic for this sort of
campaign, as each of you gets a genuine human interaction.
This also gives your prospect the opportunity to ask any
questions they might have about their appointment or
getting to your clinic.
b. You could redirect them to a sharable link to a document
such as a coupon/voucher or instructions that you’ve
created telling them how to redeem their offer.
c. If your booking system allows you to create a ‘free
appointment’ product, you could redirect them straight
to your booking system allowing them to book their slot
immediately (it would be even better if you use quiet times
in your week for these free appointments). If they don’t
book, you can follow up with a phone call later that day or
the following day, but don’t let them go cold by leaving it
for more than 24 hours after they’ve signed up, to call them.
d. Alternatively, the form submit button could be an interactive
Call Now button, encouraging them to call you there and
then to get booked in (the form still collects their details
anyway). However, although this may seem like a great idea,
it might also be a bit too forward for some people so test,
test, test. You could create two versions of the same ad, one
going to a page with a Call Now button and one going to
one of the other calls-to-action above and see which gets
the best results.
This ‘taster appointment’ model is a service that is commonly
offered by marketing companies which will offer to create a
web sign-up form for you (which now you know you can do for
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